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Fig. 1. Temporally consistent video semantic editing. We present a method
for editing the semantic attributes of a video using a pre-trained StyleGAN model.
Here we showcase free-form text based editing from SytleCLIP [44] to make the person
appear “angry” (2nd row) or wear “eyeglasses” (3rd row).

Abstract. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) have demonstrated
impressive image generation quality and semantic editing capability of
real images, e.g., changing object classes, modifying attributes, or transferring styles. However, applying these GAN-based editing to a video
independently for each frame inevitably results in temporal flickering
artifacts. We present a simple yet effective method to facilitate temporally coherent video editing. Our core idea is to minimize the temporal
photometric inconsistency by optimizing both the latent code and the
pre-trained generator. We evaluate the quality of our editing on different domains and GAN inversion techniques and show favorable results
against the baselines.
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Introduction

Generative adversarial models (GANs) [16] have shown remarkable ability to
generate photorealistic images in various domains such as faces and common
objects [10,28,29]. GANs take a latent code (usually sampled from a Gaussian
distribution) as input and produce an image as the output. GAN inversion
techniques allow us to project a real image onto the latent space of a pretrained
GAN and retrieve its corresponding latent code. The pretrained GAN generator
can then reconstruct that image using the estimated latent code. Modifying this
estimated latent code opens up exciting new opportunities to perform a wide
range of high-level editing tasks that are traditionally challenging, e.g., changing
semantic object classes, modifying high-level attributes of the object/scene, or
even applying 3D geometric transformations. We refer to the modification of the
latent code with a semantic change in the image as semantic editing.
Semantic editing in images. A recent
line of research work [66,1,2,21,65,6,49] has
shown promising results in reconstructing an
input image by either optimizing the latent
code (or latent variables) or directly predicting the latent code via an image encoder.
These GAN inversion techniques enable interesting semantic photo editing applications.
For image-level editing applications, several
approaches [22,51,52] find specific semantic
Input
Inverted
Edited
directions in the latent space, e.g., changing
poses, colors, or age, while others [15] aim to
Fig. 2. Issues with per-frame
change the global style, e.g., photo → sketch.
editing. While current methods
We denote them as In-domain and Out-of- achieve faithful inversion and phodomain editing, respectively. With these im- torealistic editing, the results are
age GAN inversion-based semantic editing ap- inconsistent across frames (eyeproaches, how can we extend them to videos? glasses) and may fail to preserve
Per-frame editing. One straightforward details of the input video (lips).
way is to apply existing GAN inversion techniques [21,65,6,49] for each frame in a video
independently. Figure 2 shows an example of applying a StyleCLIP mapper [44]
on two frames. The input and the independently reconstructed frames look plausible when viewed individually, but two edited frames exhibit inconsistency (e.g.,
the frame of the eyeglasses). Recently, Yao et al. [62] learns to predict per-frame
semantic editing directions for editing face videos. However, the edited videos
suffer from apparent temporal flickering and fail to preserve facial identity.
Our work. In this paper, we present a method for temporally consistent video
semantic editing. We start from the existing GAN inversion approaches [6,49] to
obtain the latent code for each frame. We first modify the latent code to achieve
the initial per-frame editing results. However, such a direct editing approach
results in temporal inconsistencies in the modified video’s appearance or style.
To deal with this challenge, we propose to compute bi-directional optical flow
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estimated from a frame pair sampled from the video. We can then adjust the
latent code and the generator to minimize the photometric loss (along with valid
flow vectors). We present a two-phase optimization strategy. In the first phase,
we update only the latent codes via an MLP (with generator parameters frozen)
to adjust the consistency of the detailed appearance. In the second phase, we
finetune the generator with a local regularization to maintain the editability of
the latent space. Our two-phase optimization approach helps achieve significantly
improved temporal consistency while preserving the edited contents.
Concurrent work. Two concurrent work [57,7] also apply StyleGAN for video
editing. These methods either use per-frame pivot tuning [49] for maintaining
the similarity between the edited and input frame [57] or apply latent vector
smoothing [7] with StyleGAN3 [27]. Our method differs in 1) the use of explicit
temporal consistency optimization and 2) the applicability of performing both
in-domain and out-of-domain editing.
Our contributions:
– We tackle a task on GAN-based semantic editing in videos. We propose a
simple yet effective flow-based approach to mitigate the temporal inconsistency of a directly (frame by frame) edited video.
– We present a two-phase optimization approach for updating the latent code
and generator to preserve the video details.
– Our method is agnostic and can be applied to different GAN inversion and
editing approaches.

2

Related Work

Generative adversarial networks. The quality and resolution of generated
images have been achieved rapidly in recent years [28,29,25,27,10]. These GAN
models can map a random latent code (a noise vector) to a photorealistic image. Many recent efforts have been devoted to improving the generator architectures [24,28,29,27], training strategies [10], loss function designs [41,18], and
regularization [42]. Our work builds upon existing pretrained StyleGAN models
as they demonstrate disentangled latent space for editing. Instead of generating
synthetic images, our goal is to edit real videos.
GAN inversion. GAN inversion [66,61] allows us to reconstruct real images
by projecting them onto a pretrained GAN’s latent space. These techniques
facilitate interesting photo editing applications. They can be split into encoderbased [40,55,43,58,48,6,56,11,48,56], optimization-based [45,1,2,21,54,17,13,14],
and hybrid methods [65,8,49]. Our method is agnostic to different GAN inversion
approaches for initializing the latent code, e.g., our experiments explore using
PTI [49] for in-domain editing and Restyle encoder [6] for out-of-domain editing.
Semantic image editing in latent space. Semantic image manipulation
and editing allow us to change the content and style of an image. It can be
grouped into In-Domain editing and Out-of-Domain editing. Targeting at finding semantic directions in the latent space of a pretrained generator, in-domain
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editing [51,22,52,60,63,37,44,3,5,59,4,50] manipulates the attributes of the object, but keeps the same style. Out-of-domain [33,23,15], however, aims to change
the style of the image. These techniques usually perform well on a single image
but fail to maintain temporal consistency if applied to a video.
Semantic video editing. Recent and concurrent work [62,57,7] explore video
editing with a pre-trained StyleGAN. The methods in [62,57] apply per-frame
editing and show coherent editing without using any temporal information. However, these methods support only in-domain editing. For localized editing (e.g.,
adding eyeglasses), we find that the method in [62] produces inconsistency and
fails to preserve identity. The work [7] applies temporal smoothing on the inverted
latent vectors in StyleGAN3 [27]. Our approach, in contrast, directly minimizes
the temporal photometric inconsistency at the synthesized frames.
Video editing and temporal consistency. Temporal consistency is one
critical criterion in video editing. Existing methods achieve temporal consistency often by enforcing the output videos to satisfy the constraints imposed
by 2D optical flow [12,20]. Alternatively, several methods first estimate an unwarped 2D texture map (either explicitly [46] or implicitly [30]) and then perform
editing. The editing can then be propagated to the original video via the estimated UV mapping. Several blind methods enhance the temporal consistency as
a post-processing step [9,34,36]. However, they typically have difficulty in handling videos with significant appearance changes. Our work shares similar ideas
with these methods to enforce temporal consistency, using the optical flow fields
estimated from the initial edited video. Instead of directly optimizing the pixel
values, our core idea is to leverage the pretrained generator, update the latent
code and generator to achieve temporal consistent and photorealistic results.

3
3.1

Method
Overview

GAN Inversion. Given an input video Vinput = {I1 , · · · , IT } of T frames, our
goal is to semantically edit all the video frames while preserving the temporal
coherence of the edited video. To edit the input video Vinput , we first align its
frames by using a facial alignment method [19]. Then we use existing GAN
inversion techniques (e.g., [49,6]) to invert the frames back to the latent code
such that the inverted frame Itinv = G(Wtinv ; θinv ) is similar to the input frame:
Itinv ≈ It . With the inverted frames, we can edit the inverted video Vinv =
{I1inv , I2inv , · · · , ITinv } by independently editing its frames Itinv . We denote this
frame-by-frame editing approach as “direct editing”.
In-domain and out-of-domain GAN-based editing. Commonly used imagebased editing techniques via a GAN include (1) in-domain and (2) out-of-domain
editing. We refer to an in-domain editing [51,22,52,60] as the editing that only
manipulates the latent code, given a fixed pretrained generator. That is, the
generator parameters θinv remain frozen (θinv = θedit ), and only the latent code
Wtedit is updated. The in-domain editing usually changes semantic attributes
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Fig. 3. Video editing with flow-based temporal consistency. Given an input
video of T frames Vinput , we first spatially align the video frames using an off-theshelf face landmark detector. We then use existing GAN inversion techniques [49,6] to
obtain the inverted frames {I1inv , I2inv , · · · , ITinv } and their corresponding latent code
in the W + -space of StyleGAN {W1inv , W2inv , · · · , WTinv }. We independently perform
semantic editing on these inverted frames to obtain {I1edit , I2edit , · · · , ITedit } and their
corresponding latent code {W1edit , W2edit , · · · , WTedit }. To achieve temporal consistency,
edit
we choose an anchor frame Ianc
as the reference frame, and each time sample another
edit
frame Ii
from the edited video. To generate a temporally consistent edited video,
edit
we first refine the latent codes of the directly edited video Wanc
and {Wiedit }i̸=anc
edit
to Ŵanc
and {Ŵiedit }i̸=anc by optimizing an MLP fθ (phase 1). These refined latent
′
′
codes result in the temporally consistent frames Iˆanc and Iˆi . To further improve the
edit
temporal consistency, we keep the refined latent codes Ŵanc and Ŵiedit and only update
′′
′′
the generator parameters (phase 2). This will generate Iˆanc and Iˆi with improved
temporal consistency. After our two phase optimization, we finally unalign the frames
to generate our final edited video Vout (phase 3).

such as color, age, or facial expressions. On the other hand, out-of-domain editing may involve updating the pretrained generator to produce an entirely new
style (as shown in [15]). Here, the latent code remains the same Wtedit = Wtinv
and only the generator θedit changes.
Direct editing on a video. When applying both types of editing techniques to a video independently for each frame, we obtain an edited video
Vedit = {I1edit , I2edit , · · · , ITedit }. For each directly edited frame Itedit , there is
a corresponding latent code Wtedit such that Itedit = G(Wtedit ; θedit ). Due to the
per-frame, independent process, the edited video Vedit often suffers from temporal inconsistency. Moreover, due to the poor disentanglement of this per-frame
editing, not only will the edited attributes differ among frames, but other existing facial attributes also change (see the change in mouth in Fig. 5). Our
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(a) Lphoto computation

(b) Flow and mask computation

Fig. 4. Photometric loss for temporal consistency. Given a frame pair Iˆi and
Iˆanc (either from phase 1 or phase 2), we compute the forward and backward flows
Fi→anc and Fanc→i using RAFT [53]. We then use these two flow fields to compute
the visibility masks by performing a forward-backward and backward-forward flow
consistency error check. For in-domain editing, we also use LPIPS to obtain a semantic
in
mask that highlights the difference between the aligned input frames Iiin and Ianc
and our edited frames Iˆi and Iˆanc . We then fuse both the LPIPS semantic masks
and the visibility masks to get our final masks Manc→i and Mi→anc . To compute the
photometric loss (Eqn. 1), we use the flows to warp the directly edited frames and
utilize the fuzed masks as shown in (a).

goal is to ensure that the edited attributes remain temporally consistent while
preserving the other details from the input video.
Overview of our approach. To achieve this goal, we propose a two-phase
optimization approach: phase 1 updates the latent code via an MLP and phase
2 updates the generator. In both phases, we optimize the temporal photometric
loss across frames. With the finetuned latent code and generator, we unalign the
edited frames to produce an edited video. Figure 3 outlines our workflow. Below,
we describe the details and the losses of our approach.
3.2

Flow-based temporal consistency

We present a flow-based approach to explicitly encourage temporal consistency
in the edited video Vedit .
Frame sampling. As we cannot fit an entire video into the GPU memory, we
choose to perform our optimization from a pair of frames at a time. We choose to
edit
as one of the pair, which we set as the middle frame of
use an anchor frame Ianc
the video. This is inspired by recent video representation work [47], where a video
is represented by a key frame and a flow network. At each iteration, we sample
a latent code Wiedit , corresponding to the frame Iiedit and optimize the pair of
edit edit
frames {Ianc
, Ii }. We perform our optimization in two phases (Section 3.3).
′
′
In phase 1, we generate temporally consistent pairs {Iˆanc , Iˆi }i̸=anc as a result.
In phase 2, we further improve the temporal consistency, recover other affected
attributes brought by the per-frame editing due to the poor disentanglement,
′′
′′
and generate the pairs {Iˆanc , Iˆi }i̸=anc .
Flow estimation and warping. We use RAFT [53] to compute the forward
and backward flows Fi→anc and Fanc→i of the pair {Iˆanc , Iˆi }. This pair is either
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′
′
′′
′′
the output of phase 1 {Iˆanc , Iˆi } or phase 2 {Iˆanc , Iˆi }. We then use these two
flows to warp the pair of frames {Iˆanc , Iˆi }.
Visibility masks. To highlight the non-occluded regions, we compute the visvis
vis
ibility masks Manc→i
and Mi→anc
∈ [0, 1]. This mask shows lower weights for
occluded pixels and higher weights for the non-occluded pixels (Figure 4). To
compute the visibility masks, we first compute forward-backward and backwardforward flow consistency error maps ϵanc→i and ϵi→anc and compute the error
map by ϵi→anc (p) = ||p − Fanc→i (p + Fanc→j (p))||2 , where p is a pixel in the
flow field. These resultant error maps are mapped to [0, 1] using an exponential
vis
vis
function such that Manc→i
= exp(−10ϵanc→i ) and Mi→anc
= exp(−10ϵi→anc ).
Perceptual difference mask. For in-domain editing, because the introduced
editing is temporally inconsistent, we observe that the visibility masks do not
emphasize those edited parts (e.g., eyeglasses). To highlight those edited parts,
PD
we compute the soft semantic perceptual difference masks Manc
and MiP D between the pair of frames and their corresponding aligned input frames using
LPIPS [64] (Figure 4). Due to the significant appearance differences, we cannot
use these semantic perceptual difference masks for out-of-domain editing.
Fused masks. For in-domain editing, we fuse the visibility masks and the
vis
semantic perceptual difference masks such that Manc→i = (Manc→i
⊕ MiP D )
vis
PD
and Mi→anc = (Mi→anc ⊕ Manc ). The masks will also be clamped to [0, 1].
This fusion is shown in Figure 4. On the other hand, for out-of-domain editing,
vis
vis
Manc→i = Manc→i
and Mi→anc = Mi→anc
.
Bi-directional photometric loss. We use the warped frames and the final
computed masks to compute the bi-directional photometric loss to achieve a
temporally consistent video. This loss measures the difference between the two
frames to calculate the deviation in the non-occluded parts.

 \label {eq:photo_loss} \begin {split} \mathcal {L}_{photo} &= \sum _{\hat {I}_{i}, \hat {I}_{anc} \in P} M_{i \rightarrow anc} \mathcal {L}_{LPIPS}(\hat {I}_{anc}, warp(\hat {I}_{i}, F_{anc \rightarrow i})) \\ &+ M_{anc \rightarrow i} \mathcal {L}_{LPIPS}(\hat {I}_{i}, warp(\hat {I}_{anc}, F_{i \rightarrow anc})) \,, \end {split} 
(1)

′

′′

where Iˆt is either the output of phase 1 Iˆt or phase 2 Iˆt . Intuitively, this bidirectional photometric loss ensures colors along the valid (forward-backward or
backward-forward consistent) vectors across frames are as similar as possible.
3.3

Two-phase optimization strategy

We split our optimization into two phases. In the first phase, we refine the latent
codes {Wtedit } by only optimizing an MLP fθ . While in the second phase, we
only update the generator weights θedit .
Motivation. We use a two-phase optimization approach for in-domain editing
because we observe that only refining the latent codes (phase 1) sometimes introduces undesired changes to other facial attributes. We show an example in
Fig. 5. When we only update the latent codes, we achieve temporal consistency
of the introduced glasses; however, the mouth expression of the person changes.
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Fig. 5. Motivation for two-phase optimization. Updating latent code W brings
in the eyeglasses, and tuning G with the perceptual difference mask recovers the expression in the input.

To address this in the case of in-domain editing, we update the generator weights
(phase 2) using the perceptual difference mask to enforce the pixels outside the
mask to be the same as the input. This will maintain the facial expression of the
aligned input frame. The primary source of inconsistency for out-of-domain editing is the global inconsistency (e.g., background). Hence, updating the generator
(phase 2) introduces this desired global change.
Phase 1: Latent code update. In this phase, we update the latent code Wtedit
using a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) fθ = (w; θf ) implicitly. We use the same
architecture as StyleCLIP mapper [44]. We use this MLP to predict a residual
for the latent codes and update the parameters of the MLP instead of directly
optimizing the latent codes explicitly, such that:
  \label {eq:mlp_update} \hat {W}^{edit}_t = W^{edit}_t + \alpha f_\theta (W^{edit}_t;\theta _{f}) \,, 

(2)

edit edit
then for a pair of directly edited frames {Ianc
, Ii }, we can get the updated
′
′
edit
edit
frames Iˆi = G(Ŵi ), Iˆanc = G(Ŵanc ).
Our goal is to minimize:

  \label {eq:first_phase} \argmin _{\theta _{f}}\mathcal {L}_{I} = \argmin _{\theta _{f}} \sum _{t \neq anc} \mathcal {L}_{photo} + \lambda _{rf}\mathcal {L}_{rf} + \lambda _{\epsilon }\mathcal {L}_{\epsilon } \,, 

(3)

where Lphoto is the photometric loss, and
  \mathcal {L}_{rf} = ||f_{\theta }(W^{edit}_t;\theta _{f})||_1 + ||f_{\theta }(W^{edit}_{anc};\theta _{f})||_1 

(4)

is a regularization term to make sure we do not deviate too much from Wtedit .
We set λrf = 0.1 for the experiments. Lϵ = ||ϵanc→i ||1 + ||ϵi→anc ||1 is the norm
of error maps, and we set λϵ = 10.
The reason we use an MLP to update the latent code implicitly is that we
observe that explicitly optimizing the latent codes results in an unstable optimization when using a large learning rate. However, the running time becomes
too long when using a small learning rate. To address this, we introduce an
MLP to predict the residual and update the latent codes implicitly. This leads
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x-t slice

Input

Explicitly update W

Implicitly update W

Fig. 6. x-t slices between updating latent codes explicitly and implicitly with
an MLP. We visualize the optimized frames and an x-t slice at y = 500. Explicitly
updating latent code W gives us an unstable x-t scanline, while updating W implicitly
with an MLP gives a smooth scanline.

to a more stable optimization. We show an example of x-t scanline in Fig. 6 to
demonstrate the effectiveness of introducing the MLP.
Phase 2: Generator update. For in-domain editing, in this phase, we use
the updated latent codes {Ŵtedit }Tt=1 from phase 1, and our goal is to finetune
the generator only to minimize:
  \hat {\theta }^{edit} = \argmin _{\hat {\theta }^{edit}}\mathcal {L}_{II} = \argmin _{\hat {\theta }^{edit}} \sum _{t \neq anc} \mathcal {L}_{photo} + \lambda _{\epsilon }\mathcal {L}_{\epsilon } + \lambda _{r}\mathcal {L}_{r} + \lambda _{M}\mathcal {L}_{M}\,, 

  \mathcal {L}_{M} = (1 - M^{PD}_i)\mathcal {L}_{LPIPS}(\hat {I}^{''}_{i}, I^{in}_i) + (1 - M^{PD}_{anc})\mathcal {L}_{LPIPS}(\hat {I}^{''}_{anc}, I^{in}_{anc}) \,. 

(5)

(6)

′′

MiP D is the perceptual difference mask computed between Iˆi = G(Ŵtedit ; θ̂edit )
and aligned input Iiin , and LLP IP S (·, ·) is the LPIPS distance loss [64]. We initialize θ̂edit as θedit . The LPIPS term also plays a role to maintain the sharpness
of the edited frames. This is because the consistency can be achieved by pushing
all the frames to become blurry.
Here, Lr is the regularization loss for the generator and λr is the strength
of regularization. We introduce this loss to help prevent the generator G from
losing its latent space editability as we do not wish to ruin its pretrained latent
space. Therefore, similar to [49], we use this local regularization to preserve
the editing ability of our generator. More specifically, we first obtain a latent
code Wr by linearly interpolating between the current latent code Ŵtedit and
a randomly sampled code Wz with an interpolation parameter αinterp : Wr =
W −Ŵ edit

t
Ŵtedit + αinterp ||W z−Ŵ edit
. This gives us a new latent code in a local region
||
z

t

2

around Ŵtedit . To ensure that we do not lose the editing capability of the original
generator, we add a penalty on the distance between the generated image from
the new generator and the old one such that:
  \mathcal {L}_{r} = \mathcal {L}_{LPIPS}(x_r, \hat {x}_r) + \lambda _{\ell _2}^{r}\mathcal {L}_{\ell _2}(x_r, \hat {x}_r) \,, 

(7)

where xr = G(Wr ; θedit ), x̂r = G(Wr ; θ̂edit ), λrℓ2 is the weight for ℓ2 loss. This
regularization can alleviate the side effects from updating G within a local area.
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“Disney princess”

Fig. 7. Visual results on RAVDESS dataset [39]. We show both in-domain
(“beard”) and out-of-domain (“Disney princess”) editing results. Our results maintain consistent changes with time preserving the temporal coherence.

This is desirable since for a video, the latent codes for the same identity tend to
gather locally.
For out-of-domain editing, unlike in-domain editing, we cannot rely on the
perceptual difference mask, so the optimization goal reduces to:
  \hat {\theta }^{edit} = \argmin _{\hat {\theta }^{edit}}\mathcal {L}_{II} = \argmin _{\hat {\theta }^{edit}} \sum _{t \neq anc} \mathcal {L}_{photo} + \lambda _{r}\mathcal {L}_{r} + \lambda _{\epsilon }\mathcal {L}_{\epsilon } \,. 

(8)

To compensate for the regularization effect of the perceptual difference mask, we
freeze the last eight layers of the synthesis network in G to avoid blurry results.
As all the computations, including the GAN generator, flow estimation network,
spatial warping, and photometric losses, are differentiable, we can backpropagate
the errors all the way back. After phase 1 and 2, we will have {Ŵtedit }Tt=1 and
G(·; θ̂edit ) as a result.
3.4

Phase 3: Unalign

After our two-phase optimization, we perform stitch tuning approach [57] as
post-processing to put the aligned frames back to the original video to generate
our final edited video. Note that this is only feasible for the in-domain editing
because the out-of-domain editing has a global appearance compared to the
input video.

4
4.1

Experimental Results
Experimental setup

Implementation details. We use StyleGAN-ADA [26] as our pre-trained generator. We experiment with in-domain and out-of-domain editing techniques to
validate our approach for different GAN inversion methods. Specifically, for indomain editing, we use the PTI inversion [49] (based on e4e [56]) and StyleCLIP
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Fig. 8. Visual comparison with DVP [36]. DVP achieves temporal consistency
by severely smoothing the image and hence losing its sharpness. Our method, however,
can achieve a balance between consistency and sharpness. In “eyeglasses” example
(left), DVP shows a different pair of eyeglasses across the time (zoom-in for better
visualization), while ours remain a good consistency for the eyeglasses; in “Disney
princess” (right), DVP shows a blurry result with an unstable x-t scanline, while ours
is sharper and shows a stable consistency in the scanline.

Fig. 9. Results on Internet videos. Results on the Internet videos. We change the
first person to “surprised” expression, and change the second person to “angry”.

mapper [44]. For out-of-domain editing, we use the Restyle encoder [6] and the
StyleGAN-NADA [15]. We will release the source code and pretrained models.
In the following, we show sample results from the video frames. We encourage
the readers to view the videos in the supplementary material for video results.
Datasets. We conduct our metric evaluation using 20 videos randomly sampled from RAVDESS dataset [39]. We conduct 5 types of in-domain editing for
each video and 5 types of out-of-domain editing. To further demonstrate the
capabilities of our method to handle real videos, we also apply our approach to
Internet videos and show the visual results.
Metrics. We aim to evaluate the method using two main aspects: 1) temporal
consistency and 2) perceptual similarity with the semantically edited frames. To
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Table 1. Out-of-domain editing comparison.

Direct editing
Editing categories

Ewarp ↓

LPIPS↓

0.0098

0.0000

DVP [36]

Ours

DVP

Ours

Sketch
Pixar
Disney Princess
Elf
Zombie

0.0036
0.0031
0.0040
0.0042
0.0040

0.0085
0.0025
0.0078
0.0108
0.0085

0.2404
0.1074
0.2062
0.2289
0.2033

0.1314
0.1178
0.1204
0.1310
0.1370

Average perfomance

0.0038

0.0076

0.1972

0.1275

evaluate temporal consistency, we measure the Warping Error Ewarp :
 \label {eq:metrics_Ewarp} E_{warp}(I_t, I_{t+1}) = \frac {1}{\sum _{i=1}^{N}M_t(p_i)} \cdot \sum _{i=1}^{N}M_t(p_i) ||I_t(p_i) - \hat {I}_{t+1}(p_i)||_2^2 \,, 

(9)

where Iˆt+1 = warp(It+1 , Ft→t+1 ), N is the number of pixels, pi is the i-th pixel,
Mt is a binary non-occlusion mask, which shows non-occluded pixels, we compute
it using the forward-backward consistency error the threshold in [35,38].
We also measure the LPIPS perceptual similarity score [64] (with AlexNet [32])
between the directly edited video V edit = {I1edit , I2edit , · · · , ITedit } and the output
′′
′′
′′
of our phase 2 {Iˆ1 , Iˆ2 , · · · , IˆT } by measuring the averaged perceptual similarity
between the corresponding frames. The purpose of these two metrics is to evaluate whether the method can achieve a balance between temporal consistency
and fidelity degradation. This is an inherent trade-off. Preserving all the details
of per-frame editing inevitably leads to temporal flickering artifacts. Focusing
only on temporal consistency may easily lead to blurry videos. Our goal is that
the final output video is visually similar to the directly (per-frame) edited video.
4.2

Out-of-domain results

Setup. We first invert the videos frame by frame using the Restyle encoder [6]
(psp-based [48]). We then directly apply five different out-of-domain editing effects produced by StyleGAN-NADA [15]. We perform our two-phase optimization approach on the directly edited video using Adam optimizer [31]. For phase
1, we set the learning rate to αI = 0.005, and update the latent codes for 5
epochs. In Eqn. 2, we set α = 0.04 for all the editing directions. For phase 2, we
set the learning rate to αII = 8 × 10−4 , and finetune G for 5 epochs. We set the
regularization weight λr to 200.
Evaluation. Table 1 shows that our method decreases the temporal error of
the directly edited video. The primary sources of inconsistency in out-of-domain
editing can be seen in the flickering background and the details of the hair.
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Table 2. In-domain editing comparison.

Direct editing
Editing categories

Ewarp ↓

LPIPS↓

0.0076

0.0000

LT [62]

DVP [36]

Ours

DVP

Ours

angry
beard
eyeglasses
Depp
surprised

0.0064
0.0066
-

0.0033
0.0038
0.0039
0.0037
0.0035

0.0032
0.0030
0.0034
0.0031
0.0028

0.2452
0.2444
0.1226
0.2452
0.1415

0.1100
0.1033
0.1097
0.2024
0.1012

Average perfomance

0.0065

0.0036

0.0031

0.1760

0.1253

We show our visual results in Figure 7. Our method preserves the temporal
consistency and maintains the sharpness of the input video.
4.3

In-domain editing results

Setup. We first invert the videos frame by frame by using the PTI method [49].
We then directly apply five different semantic editing directions discovered by
StyleCLIP mapper [44]. Next, we perform our two-phase optimization approach
on the directly edited video using Adam optimizer [31]. For phase 1, we set the
learning rate αI = 0.05, and update fθ for 10 epochs. In Eqn. 2, we set α = 0.12
for the “eyeglasses”, and α = 0.04 for the rest of the semantic directions. For
phase 2, we set the learning rate of G to αII = 0.0001, and finetune G for 5
epochs. We set the regularization weight λr to 200.
Evaluation. Table 2 shows that our approach improves the temporal consistency over the directly edited video baseline by a large margin. When dealing
with in-domain editing, the primary source of inconsistency is the details of the
newly added attributes, e.g., glasses or beard and some background flickering.
We show sample visual results in Figure 7, where the introduced changes are
consistent among the different frames.
4.4

Two-phase optimization strategy ablation study

We demonstrate the effect of our two-phase optimization strategy of updating
the latent codes first and following that with finetuning the generator G. We
compare our two-phase approach to: (1) No optimization (i.e., direct editing),
(2) update latent code only (phase 1), and (3) finetune generator G only. We
show the results in Table 3. When we only update generator G, we can achieve
a low warping error Ewarp . However, this is not desirable since finetuning G
pushes the video to be consistent globally without modifying the local details.
Therefore, the output video is different from the directly edited video (i.e., high
LPIPS distance). Thus, we follow our two-phase optimization of a) updating the
latent codes via an MLP fθ (to improve local consistency), b) finetuning the
generator G (to modify the global effect).
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Table 3. Two-stage optimization strategy ablation study.
Optimization stage
Update

Wtedit

✓
✓

4.5

In-domain editing Out-of-domain editing

Update G Ewarp ↓ LPIPS↓ Ewarp ↓
✓
✓

0.0076
0.0064
0.0027
0.0031

0.0000
0.2108
0.2463
0.1253

0.0098
0.0094
0.0057
0.0076

LPIPS↓
0.0000
0.1428
0.1375
0.1275

Comparison with Latent Transformer

We compare our method with Latent Transformer (LT) [62]. We show a quantitative comparison with two overlapped editing types, “beard” and “eyeglasses”
in Table 2. LT edits video by updating the projected latent code independently
for each frame without using temporal constraints. Our method, in contrast,
uses flow-based loss to improve the temporal consistency, and our second phase
uses a perceptual difference mask as a regularization to preserve the facial details other than the edited parts. As a result, our method can improve temporal
consistency and preserve personal identity.
4.6

Comparison with Deep Video Prior (DVP)

We compare our method with DVP [36], a state-of-the-art blind video consistency approach, using their default setting. We show the in-domain editing comparison in Table 2 and the out-of-domain editing comparison in Table 1. For
warping error Ewarp , our method achieves improved results for in-domain editing
and comparable results for out-of-domain editing. However, in terms of LPIPS
distance, our visual results are more similar to the directly edited video for both
in-domain and out-of-domain editing. We show visual comparison in Figure 8.
DVP can achieve temporally consistent results (i.e., low Ewarp ). However, this
is at the cost of losing local details in the “eyeglasses” example or excessively
smoothing the results to get a blurry video as in the “Disney Princess” example.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a novel method for video-based semantic editing by leveraging image-based GAN inversion and editing. Our approach starts from direct
per-frame editing, and we refine the editing results by a flow-based method to
minimize the bi-directional photometric loss. Our core approach is two-phase,
by adjusting the latent codes via an MLP and tuning G to achieve temporal
consistency. We show that our method can achieve temporal consistency and
preserve its similarity to the direct editing results. Finally, our model-agnostic
method is applicable to different GAN inversion and manipulation techniques.
Potential negative impacts. Malicious use of our technique may lead to video
manipulation of public figures for spreading misinformation.
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